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 ireland;
in this grouping of Irish life there is a desire to lessen
the separateness.
Queen's College, Belfast, has been throughout its
history an efficient institution, but it has not yet
greatly affected the life either of Ulster or of -Belfast.
It may rank with the newer English provincial Uni-
versities, such as that at Sheffield, Yet Belfast in
becoming the seat of a Parliament acquired a character
that is something more than provincial: it is the
capital of Ulster, and the University of Ulster is likely
to take on an individuality of its own, expressing the
mind of the middle nation in its newer and more
limited phase. Through the last two generations that
mind has been, so far as political and social thought
is concerned, too much on the defensive to produce an
interesting evolution. If there is a point at which
that mentality can be modified and brought more
into harmony with the rest of Ireland, the University
should afford it. Since provision was made to meet
Catholic requirements throughout Ireland, the hier-
archy have less sharply disapproved the recourse of
Catholics to other colleges, and the laity have felt
themselves much freer to send their sons and daughters
there, since it can no longer be regarded as selling
the pass. The result has been a marked rise in the
percentage of Catholic students both at Belfast and
in Trinity, It is more important in Belfast, for, apart
from this, social contact between people of opposite
religions is scarcely known in Ulster, outside the ranks
of Labour. And perhaps the best-known figure in
the University is Professor R. M. Henry, a Protestant
Belfast man who fills with distinction the chair of
Latin, but is more often mentioned as the sympathetic
historian of Sinn Fein.
Whatever happens in Ireland, Belfast and the
area of Ireland which increasingly centres upon
Belfast are strong enough to support a University of
their own and will need one as an expression of the
Anglo-Irish mind in its Northern manifestation, and

